Abstract. In this paper we are giving some new properties of the operator of firstdifference mapping a space s T into itself and we are dealing with the spaces s T (A' 1 ) and Sr((A + )' 1 ). Next are given some properties of the spaces iu t (A,//), c T (A, fi, A', fx') generalizing the space Woo(A) and the space Coo(A) of sequences that are strongly bounded. Then are given some properties of matrix transformations between these spaces.
Introduction, notations and preliminary results
In this work, we shall use the infinite linear system of the form: where the sequences (a n m)n,m>l and (6 n ) n >i are given, (x n )">i being the unknown sequence. This system is equivalent to the single matrix equation 
AX = B,
where A = (a nrn ) n^m >i, n being the index of the n-th row, m the one of the m-th column, n and m being integers greater than 1; X = (x n ) n >i and B = {b n )n>l are one-column matrices.
A Banach space E of complex sequences with the norm || • ]]_£ is a BK space if each projection P n : X -> P n X is continuous. Let s is the set of all sequences. For any sequence r = (r n ) n >i such that r" > 0 for every n, we denote by s T the Banach space (3) s T = {(x n )">i G s | x n = 0(r n ) n oo}, If ||/ -^4||st < 1, we shall say that i e Tt. 5t being a unital algebra, we have the useful result: if A € rr, A is invertible in the space ST, and for every B £ sT, equation (2) admits a unique solution in sT, given by oo ( 
7) X = Y^I~A) iBi=0
If r = (r n )n>i, rT, ST and sT are replaced by rr, Sr and sr respectively (see [2] , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). When r = 1, we obtain the space of all bounded sequences l°° = si.
For any subset E of s, we put (8) 
AE = {Y e s / 3X e E Y = AX}.
If F is a subset of s, we shall denote ( 
9) F(A) = Fa = {X es / Y = AX € F}.
We can see that F(A) = A~XF. If A maps E into F, we write that A e (E, F), see [3] . Remark that A € (sT, sT) iff A € ST.
Some properties of the operator A h for h real

Properties of A h relatively to sT
The well-known operator As where h is an integer > 1, is repre- This definition can be generalized to the case when h is a real, see [1, 17] [7] , [13] for Iz\ < 1.
We deduce that if
Using the isomorphism ip, we get: 
Properties of well-known operators mapping sT into itself
In this subsection we shall consider the well-known operators C(A) and A(A), see [15] , [11] . We shall see that these operators are obtained from A and A -1 = E. Then we establish some properties of the spaces sT(A h ),
1°°(C(T))
and of the sequence
If £ = (£n)n>i is a given sequence, we put = (£"5"m)n,m>l, where &nm = 0 for n / m, and 5nn = 1 for all n. One gets C{A) = D^E. Since E É = yd^^Lo-2;n ) = l z l < 1, E is the lower infinite triangular matrix all of whose entries below the main diagonal are equal to 1. 
) = sT& 1°°(C(T)) = SR& C(T)T E
Proof, i) If r € T, I = Iimn_+00( :!^i ) < 1 and infg>i(7,(r)) < 1. Hence there exists eo, 0 < eo < 1 -I and an integer qo such that I < 7go(r) < l + £o, which proves the necessary condition. Conversely, if there exists q > 1 such that 7q(r) < 1, then
Assertion ii) First let us prove that r 6 T implies that A is bijective from sT into itself. Denote for any integer q > 1 by S^ the infinite matrix
where A^ is the finite matrix whose elements are those of the q first rows and of the q first columns of A. We get E^A = (anm)niTn> 1, with ann = 1 for all n, an"_i = -1 for all n > q + 1, and anm = 0 otherwise. We see that if r € r, there exists an integer q > 1 such that ||/-SWA|k=7g(r)<l.
For all B G sT, we see that
Then equation AX = B being equivalent to (SWA)! = admits only one solution in sT for all B G sT. This proves that A is bijective from sT into itself. Now, from i) we deduce that if r G T there exists an integer q > 1 and a real x, with 0 < x < 1, for which n > q + 1 implies ^zk < ^ TTL Then rn > -^rqx q for n > q + 1, and we obtain /?), in which n = 1/x and M = Tqx q . "
Let us prove that r G T implies 7). First we have (C(r)) -1 = ADT. It is obvious that Dr is bijective from l°° into sT and as we have seen above A is bijective from sT into itself. Then Z°°(C(r)) = ADTl°° = AsT = sT.
t € T implies C(r)r G Indeed, since rgT equation
(where r e sT) admits in sT the unique solution X = S.r. This means that rt+^+rn _ Q^ as n -> 00 and we conclude that C(r)r e
Since r G r implies a), we deduce that A h is bijective from sT into itself. Then sT(A h ) = sT and r G r implies e). Assertion iii) a). Since the matrix A is lower triangular, we deduce that sT(A) = sT iff A is bijective from sT to sT. From the identities sT = DTl°° and (C(T)) -1 = A(r), we deduce that sr(A) = sT Asr = sT& A(T)J°° = 1°°(C(t)) = sT.
Now let us show that C(T)T G Z°° iff 1°°(C(t)) = sT. First prove that if C(T)T
Then C(t)X G Z 00 , i.e. X G A(r)Z°°. Hence there exists (6")" G such that X = ~ TVi_ife"_i)n>i, with the convention bo = 0. And since C(r)r G 1 00 implies that ^F 1 
and X G sT. This proves that 1°°(C(t)) C st. Now let us show that sT C Z°°(C(r)). Let X G sT. If we put Y = (yn)n = C(t)X and if [C(r)r]n denotes the n-th coordinate of C(r)r, there is a real M such that We conclude that Y G since C(r)r G and X G Z°°(C(r)). Finally, if l°°(C(r)) = sT then r G Z°°(C(r)) and C(r)r G Z°°. This achieves the proof of iii) a). This proves that s T C As T . Finally, As T = s T and A is bijective from s T to sT, which gives the conclusion. REMARK 1. The converse of the property "r G T implies C(r)r G in the previous proposition is false. Let us show that there is T ^ T such that C(T)T G l°°. Indeed, let £ > 1 and consider the sequence (Tn)n>i defined by _ j C k if n = 2k,
We see that supn>?+1 (-^F 1 ) = 1 for all q > 1. On the other hand we get
Doing analogous calculations, we get
This proves that C(T)T G From iii) in Proposition 2 it can be easily seen that if there is r ^ T such that C(r)r G Z°°, then sT(A) = Z°°(C(T)) = sr. REMARK 2. Note that the sequence used in the previous remark satisfies (3 in ii). It is enough to take £ > k 2 .
Other properties of (A + ) /l relatively to s r
In order to express other usefull results on the operators A h and (A + )' 1 for h real, we need to recall the next result, see [2] , [8] . 
X = Z § + ^~2,UiVi u\, U2,-• •, Uh being arbitrary scalars, i=1 where Z0 = [((A+) h )((-l) h eh
..., (-l) h e")]B(0,..., 0).
j3) Let h be a real > 0 and denote by q the greatest integer strictly less than h+ 1. Then dimKer((A + ) h ) = q and Ker((A + ) h ) = span(V1,...,Vq).
Proof. Assertion i). We deduce from (10) that
II r A/t|| --nn ( V' \h(h -1)... (h -n + m + 1)\ 1
Then, for r > rh, In (1 -¿) > and l|I-A fc ||*.<(l-±J -Kl.
We conclude that A h is bijective from sr into sT and sr(A h ) = sr.
ii) a) Let
A' h is lower triangular with non-zero coefficients on the main diagonal. 
Generalization of the sets of sequences that are strongly r-bounded
In this section we recall some properties of the sequence spaces that are strongly r-bounded. Next we give definitions of the matrices A(A, n) and C(A, ¡1) generalizing the matrices A(A) and C(A) and we deal with the spaces uv(A, /j), cT(A, A', fi') generalizing the well-known space of sequences that are strongly bounded.
Sequence spaces that are strongly r-bounded
For every sequence X = (x n ) n , we define |X| = (|xn|)n>i. For A 6 U, put (14) w
T (X) = {Xes/ C(A)(|X|) G s T }.
If there exist A and B > 0, such that A < rn < B for all n, we get the well-known space w T (A) = w oa (X), (see [15] When A = A' we shall write c r (A) for short. c T (A) is called the set of sequences that are strongly r-bounded [9] . If s T is replaced by co, c T (A) is written co(A) and is called the set of sequences that are strongly convergent to 0. Similarly when s T is replaced by c Q (A) = Coo(A) is called the set of sequences that are strongly bounded [11] , [15] , [14] . We can also define the set c(A) of sequences that are strongly convergent by c(A) = {X G s / X -lé G co (A) for some I G C}.
We have the next result, where A, A' G U . We can deduce from the preceding the next results [9] . and using the convention /îq = 0 we obtain X G cT(X,fx, A',//) iff
It can be easily seen that uh(X, A) = wT(X), cT(A, A, A', A') = cT(A, A') and cT(A, A) = cr(A), see [9] . Now, in order to generalize Theorem 2, we define for any sequence r, the
Observe that e £ i>T implies that r G I\ Now, for A, A' G U, fx and fx' G s, consider the following conditions: We deduce the following
Matrix transformations
Here we give some properties of matrix transformations mapping E into F where E is either one of the spaces su or «v(A,fx) or cT(A,//, X',fx') and F is either one of the spaces sv or r/) or cv(£, 77, rf). Now, consider the following supplementary hypotheses: 
